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## ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHP</td>
<td>Combined Heat and Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPP</td>
<td>Coincident Peak Pricing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVPP</td>
<td>Commercial Virtual Power Plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER</td>
<td>Distributed Energy Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG</td>
<td>Distributed Generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Depth of Discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Demand Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>Energy Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHI</td>
<td>Global Horizontal Irradiance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTI</td>
<td>Global Tilted Irradiance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>Independent System Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMP</td>
<td>Locational Marginal Pricing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPF</td>
<td>Optimal Power Flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Photovoltaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>State of Charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVPP</td>
<td>Technical Virtual Power Plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS</td>
<td>Uninterruptible Power Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPP</td>
<td>Virtual Power Plant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Data centers consume a significant amount of energy from the grid, and the number of data centers are increasing at a high rate. As the amount of demand on the transmission system increases, network congestion reduces the economic efficiency of the grid and begins to risk failure. Data centers have underutilized energy resources, such as backup generators and battery storage, which can be used for demand response (DR) to benefit both the electric power system and the data center. Therefore, data center energy resources, including renewable energy, are aggregated and controlled using an energy management system (EMS) to operate as a virtual power plant (VPP). The data center as a VPP participates in a day-ahead DR program to relieve network congestion and improve market efficiency. Data centers mostly use lead-acid batteries for energy reserve in Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems that ride through power fluctuations and short term power outages. These batteries are sized according to the power requirement of the data center and the backup power duration required for reliable operation of the data center. Most of the time, these batteries remain on float charge, with seldom charging and discharging cycles. Batteries have a limited float life, where at the end of the float life, the battery is assumed dead, and require replacement. Therefore, the unused energy of the battery can be utilized by allocating a daily energy budget limit without affecting the
overall float life of the battery used in data center for the purpose of DR. This is incorporated as a soft constraint in the EMS model, and the extra use of battery energy over the daily budget limit will account for the wear cost of the battery. A case study is conducted in which the data center is placed on a modified version of the IEEE 30-bus test system to evaluate the potential economic savings by participating in the DR program, coordinated by the Independent System Operator (ISO). We show that the savings of the data center operating as a VPP and participating in the DR program far outweighs the additional expense due to operating its own generators and batteries.
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The rapid increase in global cloud-scale services has resulted in a similar increase in the number of data centers. The servers and support infrastructure necessary to run these data centers consume significant amounts of energy [1]. In 2013, it was estimated that data centers used 91 TWh of energy — the equivalent of 34 large coal-fired power plants running at peak capacity for the year — with projections to 139 TWh in 2020 [2]. At the same time, the United States Energy Information Administration predicts a 24% increase in residential electricity use and a 31% increase in commercial electricity use — part of which comes from data centers — from a 2013 reference case to the year 2040 [3]. This unprecedented growth in energy usage is occurring at a pace that far outstrips the increase in the available transmission capacity of the power grid. As the amount of demand on the transmission system increases, network congestion reduces the economic efficiency of the grid and begins to risk failure. Additionally, studies show that small and targeted reductions in peak demand can have large impacts on wholesale electricity prices [4].

Demand response (DR) can play a significant role in reducing electricity usage during peak periods and reduce the retail price of the electricity. Furthermore, reducing peak demand provides not only economic benefits, but also helps decrease carbon emissions. In areas where the generation, transmission, and distribution capacity is limited, DR can act as a valuable tool to balance supply and demand. There is a potential to reduce 20% of the total peak electricity in the US through DR programs [5]. It is estimated that in 2019, if DR is implemented, the peak load of the system can be reduced
by 150 GW, which is equivalent to the power production of 2,000 peaking power plants (assuming each of 75 MW plant capacity). This can result in economic savings of about 1.5 trillion dollars [5]. DR providers capable of reducing their electric demand (load) can participate in the Independent System Operator (ISO) day-ahead, real-time, and ancillary service markets. Demand side resources offer bids that reflect their flexibility to adjust their load in response to market conditions. In this thesis, locational marginal pricing (LMP) at the bus connected to the data center is used to trigger a DR signal from the ISO. Because data centers are highly automated, monitored, and consist of flexible loads, they can participate in DR programs.

Data centers demand 100 percent availability for all of their applications. Tier level IV data centers, as defined by Uptime Institute [6], can achieve availability up to 99.99%. To minimize the effect of outages, data centers often use redundancies in their energy infrastructure, e.g., backup diesel or natural gas generators, uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) in the form of batteries and flywheels, renewable sources such as photovoltaic (PV) solar. By intelligently managing the data center energy infrastructure, significant energy savings can be achieved. Performing this energy management in data centers will result not just in individual data center energy savings, but will have significant benefits to the grid in reliability and economic efficiency. To that end, a data center energy management system (EMS) is proposed to utilize the data center as a virtual power plant (VPP). Data centers are abundant, high power loads that are spatially distributed and have the required energy infrastructure making them ideal VPP candidates. VPP EMS coordinates the power output of generators, energy storage, and controllable loads [7]. VPPs consist of distributed energy resources that can be used to make contracts and bids in the wholesale
market and offer services to the ISO. The proposed VPP EMS analyzes the economic benefit of participating in DR to reduce network congestion (physical security) and reducing energy costs to the system and the data center.

Data centers mostly use lead-acid batteries for energy reserve in UPS systems that ride through power fluctuations and short term power outages. Vented (flooded) batteries, Valve Regulated Lead Acid (VRLA) batteries, and Modular Battery Cartridge (MBC) are the different types of lead-acid batteries in use today in data centers. These batteries are sized according to the power need of the data center and the backup power times required for reliable operation of the data center. Most of the time, these batteries remain on the float charge with a small number of charge and discharge cycles. It is also known that the batteries have limited life regardless of its use or not, and this life before the battery is being termed dead is called the float life of the battery. Therefore, the unused energy of the battery can be utilized without affecting its overall float life for the purpose of DR. The average outage duration of the grid is considered while calculating the unused energy. In this light, unused capacity of the battery energy storage can be properly utilized with economic benefits in return for the services to grid.

Today, data centers are incorporating renewable sources, such as PV and wind, to reduce carbon footprint and energy prices, but their intermittent nature is a challenge. Data centers will either have their own renewable energy source or buy it from existing off-site generation. Apple has already deployed two large solar farms that produce 40 MW of solar power in Maiden, North Carolina, and is planning to add another 17.5 MW solar panel farm in the nearby city of Claremont, North Carolina. Similarly, Microsoft is buying 110 MW of wind energy from a wind farm to power its San Antonio data center. The
problem with renewable sources in the EMS model are the uncertainty in the forecast of renewable power. In this work, solar power has been considered as a source of renewable energy in the data center. The variability and uncertainty of PV can be a challenge while making unit commitment decisions of the generator, so a stochastic optimization framework for the EMS model of the data center VPP has been developed to take into account the uncertainty of the PV output based on the forecast error distribution. A number of scenarios are generated to capture the uncertainty of the solar forecast, and then subsequently reduced to ease the complexity and reduce the computation time.

1.2 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are stated below:

(a) feasibility study of data center VPP participating in DR when network conditions are considered

(b) proposed daily battery energy limit model based on float life, depth of discharge, and power system outage data, and

(c) quantification of economic savings for both the electric power system and data center VPP participating in DR from reducing the system peak and relieving network congestion.

1.3 Thesis outline

This thesis has been organized as follows: Chapter 2 lists the different literatures available in the field of DR in data center, data center VPP, and battery management in data center. Chapter 3 defines the concept of VPP which forms the basis for data center VPP, and the description of its components. Chapter 4 presents VPP component models,
DR savings calculation model, and a VPP optimization model to study a case of data center VPP participating in DR in a modified IEEE-30 bus test system. Chapter 5 introduces an improved battery cost model integrated into a modified VPP optimization model and case studies in the modified IEEE-30 bus test system. Chapter 6 presents a stochastic optimization model which accounts for the uncertainty of PV source in day-ahead scheduling. Lastly, Chapter 7 presents the conclusion, limitations, and future developments related to the research thesis.
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter explores literature related to data center DR using different techniques such as shifting of workloads and use of local generation, VPP concepts and energy storage device management inside the data center.

There has been a lot of work in the field of data center DR or demand side management considering scheduling of workload utilizing the spatial-temporal differences of geographically dispersed data centers. DR capability of internet data centers was studied in [8]. They made use of shifting delay tolerant batch jobs among data centers located in three different market areas based on the LMP price and the cooling efficiency of the data center. Similarly, in [9], performed scheduling of batch jobs in geographically distributed data centers, not on the basis of electricity price alone, but also considered the fairness factor among different organizations. They even considered maximum server inlet temperature as a constraint to prevent server heating. Likewise, electricity cost reduction in data center by reducing the number of active servers, and finding optimum service rate of server in geographically distributed data centers has been studied in [10]. In [11], risk aware DR program was developed for geographically located data centers to operate data centers as controllable load resource in the electricity market. Workloads are migrated in the form of virtual machines based on the LMP price of the market, and the main focus is on the data center getting economic reward based on which type of DR the data center is participating, especially real time DR and economic DR. The risk due to uncertainty in the LMP price and network bandwidth fluctuation during transfer is modelled using Markowitz’s mean variance method. In all of these study, workload shifting is the main
method of achieving DR among multiple data centers. They have not considered local generation energy resources to assist them in DR.

Opportunities of data center for peak-load shaving as well as integration of large renewable energy into the grid was studied in [12]. The study concluded that data centers can act as a large scale energy storage sites to provide fast-response during times of renewable energy fluctuations. This paper also presents the various challenges data center face that limit its participation in DR programs such as market immaturity and complexity, and risk tolerance of data center being low.

Most DR in data centers prefer to shift power consumption to time and places or from utilities offering lower prices with typical constraint in the form of performance requirement of the incoming workload. In [13], a study was conducted to analyze the impact of using energy stored in batteries to offset the electricity cost of data centers. The author used Lyapunov optimization technique to determine cost optimal solution. Delay tolerant workload management is considered in addition to battery energy model. However, the battery energy model takes into account the capital cost of it, and the battery requirement for the outage has not been clearly taken in the model.

In study [14], the authors used two DR schemes to reduce data center’s peak load and electricity expenses. They used coincident peak pricing (CPP) data from Fort Collins Utilities to get warning signals, and developed average and worst case base for predicting uncertainty of the CPP warning. Workload shifting in addition to local backup generator was performed, which resulted in significant cost savings. But, in this paper, battery model was not considered in the problem formulation.

In [15], patented pre-cooling method was utilized to operate data center as a VPP.
The main aim was to reduce grid load during peak time by allowing the data center temperature to rise up to certain limit to avoid paying higher cost of electricity. Data centers produce considerable amount of heat, a watt of server power requires an additional watt of cooling needs. An EMS can control a data center by either absorbing excess power from the grid during over-generation of power on the grid by storing power within the data center, or reduce power consumption from grid by making use of energy stored in the data center when requested by the ISO. Data center can anticipate these events by using pre-cooling to lower the internal temperature from 80 F to 60 F. The system can then turn off the cooling equipment during the peak load hour, letting the temperature float over to 80 F to avoid paying during high energy cost. The data center will not compromise its service level while doing so. In this work also, local generation resources have not been mobilized for DR purpose.

Bidding strategy of a VPP was formulated in market related to both energy and spinning service in study [16]. This model considers distributed energy resources (DER) such as generators, electrochemical storage placed at different locations in the same geographic location. Genetic algorithm was used to solve the non-linear optimization problem to find the suitable bids considering the DERs operational constraint as well as network constraint. In our work, data center resources are available which can be aggregated to work as a VPP. They are all situated near to the data center peripheries, so network conditions will not have to be accounted. The energy resources can be controlled remotely by the already built-in communication infrastructure present in the data center.

In [17], an EMS for data center was formulated to make the data center work as a VPP. The DERs considered in this study are the backup generators, UPS battery energy
storage. The EMS schedules backup generators and battery for providing day-ahead DR based on a grid set-point. This paper uses fixed electricity retail price to quantify its economic savings due to DR. Also, battery wear cost is applied for energy withdrawal from battery [17]. In this thesis, only the portion of the battery energy which causes battery degradation is applied the wear cost. A daily budget is allocated in which the battery can supply without costing money as well as battery wear. In addition, LMP acts as a signal for DR in the day-ahead market, instead of a fixed retail electricity price.

Various forms of energy storage devices (ESD) such as lead acid, ultracapacitors, flywheel in data centers regarding its suitability, placement and amount of storage, was studied in [18]. This work is related to power provisioning of ESDs based on workload characteristics.

Use of distributed batteries in the data center to reduce both the capital and operational expenditure of the data center was presented in [19]. They used distributed UPS architecture for peak shaving of the data center load, and found out that bigger provisioning of battery backup is beneficial. The UPS batteries stores energy during low activity periods and then use in to reduce power spikes. This help more serves to be provisioned for the same power budget reducing total cost of ownership of server. In a follow-up work in [20], using distributed battery control, they were able to shave 23 MWhr/week of energy in a 10 MW data center at no additional cost.

In [21], dual-purposing of UPS battery energy in data centers for the purpose of power outage and demand response was studied. This work comes with the conclusion that the originally provisioned battery power is sufficient to automatically supply the energy needs for demand response. They also studied about hybrid energy storage
technologies for use in power backup and demand response case, and found it to be more effective than battery alone case. But, this thesis work is concerned with quantifying how much battery energy can be allocated for demand response on a daily basis without degrading the life of the battery.
3.1 Virtual Power Plant

Distributed generation (DG) is being used to promote energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy resources, alternative to the conventional generation sources based on coal, nuclear and hydropower plants. The penetration of DER is increasing worldwide associated with more sustainable energy with less environmental problems. The problem with DG is that it is not visible to the grid system operator, although it can replace some proportion of energy needs from the centralized units. Because of its small, isolated modular power source, with an intermittent nature, taking part in energy market is risky. This will result in passive use of DG and can hinder the growth of DG sources. Therefore, the concept of VPP was introduced to aggregate DERs for the purpose of trading electricity or to act as an ancillary service provider. VPP is defined differently under different projects such as Europe Union (EU) virtual fuel cell power plant [22], Fenix project etc.

According to EU project of virtual fuel cell power plant, VPP is defined as a group of interconnected decentralized residential micro-CHPs, using fuel cell technology, installed in multi-family houses, small enterprises, public facilities etc., for individual heating, cooling, and electricity production [22]. Similarly, based on [23], VPP is a flexible representation of a portfolio of DER. A VPP not only aggregates the capacity of many diverse DERs, it also creates a single operating profile from a composite of the parameters characterizing each DER and incorporates spatial constraints on aggregate DER output, as shown in Fig. 3.1. A VPP is composed of different types and numbers of
In this thesis, VPP is a cluster of DG units, controllable loads, and energy storage systems, aggregated to operate as a unique power plant. The generators in this description can be both fossil and/or renewable energy source. A VPP is an EMS which coordinates the power flows coming from DERs. The EMS can work based on the needs such as minimization of generation costs, maximization of the profit, or minimization of the greenhouse emissions. A VPP system is based on software and a smart grid to remotely and automatically dispatch and optimize DER via an aggregation and optimization platform that links retail to the wholesale market [24].

Figure 3.1. VPP concept in FENIX [25]
3.1.1 Classification of VPP

VPP can be used for energy trading in the wholesale markets, and can also provide various types of ancillary services such as frequency and voltage regulation. Therefore, based on the activities such as market participation and system management and support, VPP can be classified into two types, the commercial VPP (CVPP) and technical VPP (TVPP), respectively [23].

3.1.1.1 CVPP

CVPP is a representation of DER that can take part in energy markets similar to conventional generating units. Clustering small DERs into a single entity will reduce risk in market participation while enhancing diversity of energy resource and increased energy capacity. However, the DERs should be geographically close to take part in a LMP-based markets.

3.1.1.2 TVPP

TVPP is an aggregator of DER which works at the transmission boundary level so that it is visible to the system operator. The input to the TVPP is the information on DER in the local network that is passed by various CVPPs. This facilitates distribution system operator to aggregate the operating setpoints, parameters, and cost data from each DER in the network along with detailed network (topology, constraint, etc.) information, and hence calculate the contribution of each DER forming the TVPP. TVPP will facilitate use of DER capacity and provide scheduled ancillary service capabilities.
3.1.2 VPP components

Ideally, the VPP consists of three major parts, which are categorized as follows [26].

3.1.2.1 Generation Technology

There are several DER technologies that can be considered for integration into a VPP. They are listed as below:

- natural gas generators
- diesel generators
- biomass and biogas
- combined heat and power (CHP)
- wind power
- solar power
- controllable load etc.

The DGs may serve individual consumers for residential, commercial or industrial sectors. Owner of the DGs may inject surplus of the production to the grid, and in times of shortage, can be imported from the grid. Some DGs which are owned publicly may have the sole purpose of injecting its production to the grid. Generally, the DGs may be accompanied by energy storage devices. Also, some of the DGs may have stochastic nature, such as wind and solar, which are not equipped by energy storage devices. Fuel cells and micro-turbines are dispatchable as they are capable of changing their operating set-points quickly. Therefore, the DGs may be further classified as Dispatchable DGs and Stochastic DGs.
3.1.2.2 Energy storage technologies

Energy storage plays a crucial role in managing power balance and stability. It is combined with renewable power sources for smoothing out the fluctuations or variations by storing surplus energy during high renewable generation and dispatching it during power shortage scenario. So, it can act as a buffer in case of non-dispatchable or stochastic generation. Some of the technologies that can be considered for integration in VPP are listed below:

- battery energy storage system
- flywheel energy storage system
- supercapacitor energy storage
- hydrogen along with fuel cell
- hydraulic pumped energy storage system

3.1.2.3 Information communication technology

Communication plays a vital role in the modernization of the electric power system. Proper communication scheme is required for two ways transfer of information between field devices and the main control unit. Similarly, Data center VPP requires communication infrastructure to get input from various DERs to its EMS. It further requires information from the ISO for the operating set-points, which the EMS uses to run some sort of optimization to schedule its DER accordingly.

3.1.3 Data Center VPP

Data centers are suitable candidates to operate as a VPP, mainly because data centers have underutilized energy resources such as diesel/natural gas generators, large
battery banks, and renewable energy sources like wind and PV solar, which provides the flexibility to participate in the energy market [17]. The number of data centers are increasing, and are spread across the electric power network, so there are variations in the spatial-temporal dimension. In addition, the capacity of today’s data centers is large. For example, Facebook’s data center in Prineville, Oregon has a capacity of 28 MW, which is nearly the amount of power that is being used by all homes and business in the rest of the Oregon county where the data center is located. According to Greenpeace [27], Apple’s data center in North Carolina is estimated to consume 100 MW of power, equivalent to 80,000 U.S. homes. In addition, data center loads are flexible, and in study [28], it was found that 10% of the total load can be curtailed within 15 minutes for demand side management.

Similarly, the data center can take advantage from workload shifting among data centers located at different geographic location as shown in Fig. 3.2. The real-time electricity price, nature of grid power (dirty or green), renewable availability across data centers may influence the transfer of workload.

In this thesis work, DR mechanism is performed considering only backup generators, UPS batteries and renewable energy sources which are the major components of the VPP. Fig. 3.3 shows the block diagram of the VPP. A data center VPP consists of natural gas generators, lead-acid battery and PV as renewable source, and are described individually.
3.1.3.1 Photovoltaic (PV) system

PV system is comprised of a large number of PV modules, which in turn is made up of semiconductor device known as solar cell that convert sunlight into direct current electricity. Power produced from PV panel is not linear, as it depends upon the operating voltage. Maximum power occurs at the knee of the I-V curve as shown in Fig. 3.4. If $I_m$ and $V_m$ represents the cell current and cell voltage at maximum power, $P_m$, then the maximum power is the product of those two quantities. In Fig. 3.4, $I_{SC}$ represents the short circuit current through the solar cell when it is short-circuited, and $V_{OC}$ represents open circuit voltage, which is the maximum output voltage when no load is connected.
Figure 3.3. Data center VPP consists of server and computer air room conditioning (CRAC) units as data center load; on-site energy sources such as battery storage for UPS, PV array, and backup generators; VPP EMS communicates with the ISO for coordinating its load and energy resources to take part in DR.

Figure 3.4. I-V characteristic curve of solar cell [29]
The I-V characteristic of PV cells differ under different illumination or solar irradiance levels as shown in Fig. 3.5. The short circuit current depends upon the irradiance and the temperature of cell. Most system employ maximum power point tracker (MPPT) to track the optimum operating point where the power generation is maximum. MPPT has a feedback system to sense the PV power output and, in effect change the array output voltage until the output power is maximum. Neglecting the effect of temperature on the PV module, the PV power output from the PV nominal capacity of $P_{nom}$ is given as in Eq. 3.1. In Eq. 3.1, $G_T$ and $G_{T,STC}$ denote the solar radiation incident on the solar panel and the incident radiation at standard test conditions (STC). The STC for characterization of PV cell is an irradiance of 1000 W/m$^2$ at air mass (AM) of 1.5 and cell temperature of 25°C.

$$P_{PV} = P_{nom} f_{PV} \frac{G_T}{G_{T,STC}}$$

(3.1)

Figure 3.5. I-V curve of a PV module at different irradiance levels
3.1.3.2 Natural gas generator

Data centers contain emergency backup generation that can power the load within 10-15 seconds when a grid outage occurs. Because the frequency of outages is not significant in today’s grid, most of the time the generators are idle. Therefore, these underutilized generators, along with storage and renewable energy sources, can be operated as a VPP. The amount of fuel consumption, $F$, by the generator depends upon the generator loading, and is best represented by the quadratic function as shown in Eq. 3.2.

$$F(P_G) = aP_G^2 + bP_G + c$$

(3.2)

where $F(P_G)$ is in cu.ft/h; $a$, $b$, and $c$ are the fuel curve coefficients of generator whose units are cu.ft./kW$^2$h, cu.ft./kW h and cu.ft./h respectively; and $P_G$ is the power output of the generator in kW.

Natural gas generators, as the name suggests, use natural gas (methane that the utilities supply) to generate electricity. An internal combustion engine gets injected a mixture of fuel and air into a combustion chamber, where a piston compresses the mixture and a spark plug ignites it, which drives the piston down turning the crankshaft. The crankshaft then turns the rotor of the generator in an electromagnetic field, thereby generating electrical power.

Natural gas generator has the most affordable and effective fuel among the non-renewable resources for power generation. The average fuel cost of utility natural gas is around 4.48 dollars per thousand cubic feet, only more expensive than coal as a fuel for power plants. However, coal is one of the highest pollutant and a major source of emission
of green house gases (GHG). Also, natural gas is pumped underground through the extensive network of pipelines in utility scale. Therefore, it can be easier to access during a major disaster such as hurricanes.

3.1.3.3 Energy storage technology

Data centers require energy storage devices to address the risk of interruptions to the main power supply as it is faster to respond than generators. Its application can be divided into three major functional categories as listed below:

- power stability
- power bridging
- energy management

Among the three technologies (batteries, flywheels, and ultracapacitors) that qualify for practical use in data centers, lead-acid batteries are still the mostly widely used because of its advantage in terms of lower capital cost, high energy density, re and longer runtime. Fig. 3.6 shows the capital cost versus the runtime for different energy storage methods.

Data centers have large battery energy storage system which act as a backup device in the form of UPS. They bridge the power outage seamlessly so that power continuity and availability of the data center is maintained. After some predefined time, backup generators come in action if power cut is suspected to be of longer duration. Batteries can be short-term to medium-term sources of stored energy, capable of supporting critical IT load for minutes to hours. Runtime or the energy capacity of the battery can be increased by adding more battery strings in parallel. Batteries are often installed in cabinets next to a UPS, or can be setup in racks or shelves in a dedicated battery room. Of the different
batteries such as lead-acid (both flooded and VRLA), nickel cadmium, lithium-ion, and nickel-metal hydride batteries (Ni-MH), lead-acid batteries are the most common batteries.

The dynamics of batteries are determined by the state of charge (SOC). SOC provides the amount of electrical charge present in the battery based on its initial capacity. The SOC of the battery after time interval $\Delta t$ can be determined by knowing the initial SOC at time period $t$; battery charge (+ve) or discharge power (-ve); $P_{bat}$ in kW; battery capacity $Bat_{cap}$ in kWh; the duration of discharge $\Delta t$ in hour; and the charge ($\eta_{ch}$) or discharge ($\eta_{disch}$) efficiency, as shown in Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4.

$$SOC(t + \Delta t) = SOC(t) + \frac{P_{bat}(t) \times \eta_{ch}}{Bat_{cap}}, \text{ where } P_{bat} > 0$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (3.3)
\[ SOC(t + \Delta t) = SOC(t) + \frac{P_{bat}(t) \times \eta_{disch}}{Bat_{cap}}, \text{ where } P_{bat} < 0 \] (3.4)

Operating the battery in lower SOC for a longer period of time risks battery life degradation. Not only that, during emergency period, if the SOC of the battery happens to be low, then the reliability of the data center might be compromised. Therefore, the SOC is maintained between the minimum permissible limit \( SOC_{\text{min}} \) and maximum limit \( SOC_{\text{max}} \), as given by Eq. 3.5. At the end of day (i.e., \( t = T \)), SOC of the battery is also maintained above some predefined level for its operation in the next day as given by Eq. 3.6.

\[ SOC_{\text{min}} \leq SOC(t) \leq SOC_{\text{max}} \] (3.5)

\[ SOC(t > T) = SOC_{\text{nextday}} \] (3.6)

3.2 Demand Response

DR is one of the segment of VPP market in which consumption of power is changed to assist the grid. DR is crucial as it enhances market economic efficiency, curtails peak demand, increases grid reliability, and defers transmission expansion. Data center DR is particularly an interesting area as it has the resources that can be utilized for the benefit to both the grid and itself. Data centers represent large loads, but they are also flexible as the load can be shifted in time, location, and even curtailed, although it results in quality reduction. In addition, data centers have full backup resources which are underutilized. Financial benefits as a result from DR participation can help ease the high cost of electricity usage.

Below are some of the promising opportunities for data center to participate in the
DR programs [12].

(a) Time-of-use pricing:

The utility sets the price according to the amount of electricity usage as peak, mid-peak and off-peak hours, each having its own electricity rate.

(b) Peak pricing:

Mostly for industrial and commercial loads, utilities charge an additional price based on the maximum demand.

(c) Coincident peak pricing:

This is based on the peak hour for the utility, where most electricity is requested by the utility from the wholesale supplier. This is opposed to the peak of an individual customer, and the rate for this situation is about 200 times higher than the base case [14].

(d) Day-ahead pricing:

Day-ahead prices are calculated based on the market clearing prices in the wholesale electricity market. Wholesale market provides hourly market prices day-ahead before the actual market operation takes place.

(e) Real-time pricing:

In this pricing mechanism, customers are charged the changing electricity price based on the market clearing every 15 minutes interval.

In this thesis, day-ahead dynamic pricing is considered, where the LMPs in the grid are used to induce DR signal to the data center operator from the ISO.
3.3 Optimal Power Flow

Standard AC optimal power flow (OPF) is used to find the optimization vector consisting of bus voltage angles, magnitudes, and the generator real and reactive power injections. The objective function of OPF is to minimize generation cost while meeting network constraints. The equality constraints constitute real and reactive power balance equations, and the inequality constraints consist of branch flow limits. Other constraints include bus voltage magnitude bounds and generator magnitude bounds.

LMP for the bus locations can be computed through AC OPF using MATPOWER [31]. LMPs can vary due to congestion in the line and hence use of more expensive generators. Thus, it incurs more cost to deliver the same amount of power to the load. Relieving congestion in the transmission network can be accomplished by reducing the bus load through DR mechanism, which is the main task of this thesis. In this thesis, a 28 MW data center is placed on a power system along with a time-varying lumped load to study the economics when data center performs DR to induce system-wide savings along with reduced energy costs for the data center.
CHAPTER 4 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF DATA CENTER VPP

This chapter describes the data center benchmark model to study data center as a VPP. The data center VPP energy resource cost model is explained in detail. In addition, the data center VPP EMS optimization model is designed to schedule generators day-ahead based on grid-setpoint.

4.1 Data Center benchmark model

A benchmark model is required to study the various cases. In this thesis, the data center benchmark is built-up from the study [17]. The data center considered is a Tier IV topology as defined by Uptime Institute [6]. Tier IV topology provides complete redundant system with two active power delivery paths. Also, there are N+1 UPS and generator for backup purpose.

The data center is assumed to be located in Colorado for the test case. The power capacity of the data center was assumed to be 28 MW, based on the test case which will later be described in Section 4.5. This amount of power is reasonable for a data center, as real data centers have power in this range. Also, 10 MW PV solar is assumed to be installed, and supplies a certain portion of green energy to the data center.

The data center has 28 MW of backup natural gas generator installed to handle the peak power of the data center. The data center will house 22.08 MWh of flooded lead-acid battery energy storage for 1-hour backup duration. The capacity of the battery storage unit was calculated based on the peak IT power requirement. The data center load breakdown, such as IT load, cooling load, etc., was based on the report provided by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), as shown in Fig. 4.1.
4.2 General VPP component model

The energy resources utilized in data center VPP are modeled below.

4.2.1 Solar power model

The input data for the calculation of solar output power is the global horizontal irradiance (GHI), in kW/m\(^2\), which is available from NREL [33]. GHI is then resolved into its beam and diffuse radiation based on the clearness index [34]. GHI is then converted to global tilted irradiance (GTI), which is the solar irradiance incident on the panel surface [35].

A solar PV array having a rated capacity of 10 MW is connected to the data center, located in Colorado for simulation purposes (latitude: 39.77° and longitude: -105.22°). Solar arrays are fixed in position and are assumed to be facing South at a slope equal to the latitude where it is installed. This maximizes the year round performance for a fixed array position. A PV derating factor of 0.8 is assumed to account for the losses due to soiling, shading, snow cover, aging, etc. Using Eq. 3.1, the PV output power can be
4.2.2 Natural gas generator cost model

Generator costs include the startup cost, fuel cost and maintenance cost. The generator hourly replacement cost is not considered, because the capital investment cost will not come into play for DR purposes. Likewise, emission cost of generator has been omitted as the natural gas fuel produces less green house gas as compared to diesel engine counterparts. Daily generator fuel cost is represented by the quadratic cost function as given in Eq. 4.1

\[
C_i(P_{Gi}, i) = C_{\text{natural gas}} \times \sum_{t=1}^{24} (a_i \times P_{Gi,i}^2(t) + b_i \times P_{Gi,i}(t) + c_i \times U_{i,t})
\]  

(4.1)

where \(i\) is the generator unit number; \(C_i\) is the operating cost of unit in $/h; \(C_{\text{natural gas}}\) is the price of natural gas in $/cu.ft.; \(P_{Gi}\) is the power output of unit \(i\) in kW; \(a_i\), \(b_i\) and \(c_i\) are the fuel cost coefficients of unit \(i\) whose units are cu.ft./kW\(^2\)h, cu.ft./kWh and cu.ft./h respectively; and \(U_i\) is the generator startup binary indicator \(\{0,1\}\).

In addition to the fuel cost, generator incurs maintenance costs associated with both
the engine and the generator set, but the majority of maintenance is performed on the engine. Generator units that are not adequately maintained are more likely to break down during critical hours of operation or may not start when called upon. There are different generator service level maintenance such as inspecting and testing engine, gauges and meters, change of engine oil, replacement of fuel and oil filters, maintenance of spark plugs, and many more. These are scheduled from daily inspection to monthly, half yearly and yearly depending upon the level of maintenance. According to study conducted by EPRI [36], they evaluated the annual cost of maintenance over a 20-year period, and found out that the maintenance cost for all level equals nearly 20% of the installed cost of the unit for 20 years. Assuming the cost of a 4.2 MW generator to be $2,295,000, the 20 year net present value cost turns out to be $459,000. Assuming, the generator runs from about 300 to 2000 hours per year, the hourly maintenance cost of the generator ranges from $76 to $11 per hour. In this work, the generator maintenance cost has been taken as $45 per hour of operation. Also, the start-up cost of the generator is taken as a fixed $25 to account for the cost associated with pre-heating the generator, and the time taken to run at full capacity.

Seven 4,000 kW natural gas generators from Caterpillar (CG260-16) are used to power the 28 MW data center. The average fuel cost of natural gas is 4.475 dollars per thousand cubic feet. Table 4.1 shows the fuel consumption of the natural gas generator as specified in manufacturer’s data-sheet, and the fuel cost ($/h) for corresponding to the generator loading [37].
Table 4.1. Natural Gas Generator Fuel Cost Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power (kW)</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Fuel Consumption (cu.ft./h)</th>
<th>Fuel Cost ($/hr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>31,682.1</td>
<td>141.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>24,502.8</td>
<td>109.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>17,271.3</td>
<td>77.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each generator’s maximum and minimum output is set to 4,000 kW and 1,000 kW, respectively, to operate in the high efficiency region. Fig. 4.3 shows the fuel curve of a single 4 MW natural gas generator cost of the natural gas generator is linearized by the data available from Table 4.1 and is given as

\[ C_i(P_{Gi}) = 0.0321P_{Gi} + 12.788 \] (4.2)

Figure 4.3. Fuel curve of a 4 MW natural gas generator
4.2.3 Data Center load

In general, a data center load depends on server workload and cooling needs. The incoming workloads and outer temperature changes throughout time causing fluctuation in data center power. The reference for the data center load was based on the NREL data center load in [38]. Since the variation in the data center load is relatively small, a constant load of 28 MW was assumed to match the IEEE 30-bus test system used in this thesis.

4.3 DR model

The data center participates in a day-ahead DR program by obtaining a DR signal from ISO. Let $T$ be the time scale of the study, which is 24 hours; $N_{\text{bus}}$ be the total number of load buses; $L^b_j$ and $L^a_j$ are the LMPs of the load bus $j$ before and after DR in $$/MWh, respectively; $P^b_j$ and $P^a_j$ are the power of the load bus $j$ before and after DR in MW, respectively; $P^b_{dc}$ and $P^a_{dc}$ are the net data center load (total data center load - renewable generation) before and after DR in MW, respectively. The total power system savings, computed as in Eq. 4.3, from to the reduction in LMPs for all the load buses because of DR by data center VPP EMS is given as $S_{sys}$. Similarly, $S_{dc}$ denotes the energy savings to the data center through the reduction in LMP via DR, determined as in Eq. 4.4.

$$S_{sys} = \sum_t \frac{N_{\text{bus}}}{\sum_j (L^b_j \cdot P^b_j) - \sum_j (L^a_j \cdot P^a_j)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)$$

$$S_{dc} = \sum_{t=1}^T [(L^b_j \cdot P^b_{dc}) - (L^a_j \cdot P^a_{dc})]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)
4.4 VPP optimization model

VPP EMS day-ahead optimization model schedules the operation of backup generators to minimize generation cost. Optimization was implemented in IBM ILOG CPLEX optimization studio, and the objective model and constraint are given as in Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.6 respectively.

\[
\min_{P_{Gi}, U_i} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N_g} C_i(P_{Gi})
\]

where, \( N_g \) is the total number of generators; \( U_i \) is the binary variable indicating ON/OFF of generator \( i \).

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N_g} P_{Gi,t} + P_{PV,t} + P_{a_{dc,t}} - P_{sc,t} = 0
\]

\[
U_i \cdot P_{Gi,min} \leq P_{Gi} \leq U_i \cdot P_{Gi,max}
\]

where, at time \( t \), \( P_{Gi,t} \) is the generation of unit \( i \), \( P_{PV,t} \) is the output from solar panel, \( P_{sc,t} \) is the total data center load; \( P_{a_{dc,t}} \) is the net data center load after DR; \( P_{Gi,min} \) and \( P_{Gi,max} \) are the minimum and maximum power that can be delivered by generator respectively. All the units of power are in kW.

If the solar output differs from what was forecasted during real-time operation, the data center generators will have been rescheduled so that appropriate power is provided, or else pay a penalty, if DR cannot be provided.

4.5 Test case

A data center operating as a VPP is studied in the modified IEEE 30-bus test system. A scenario is generated in the grid where the data center has to perform DR as a VPP to gain benefits to the grid and to the data center itself by relieving congestion. The data
center EMS gets a day-ahead DR signal from the ISO as a grid-set-point for each hour of the day, and accordingly optimizes the generator scheduling based on available renewable generation from Eq. 4.5. Powering data center from the natural gas generators reduces the amount of load the data center consumes, hence relieving congestion from the grid at the peak time and, ultimately, reducing LMPs across the buses in the network through DR.

Fig. 4.4 shows the output power of the 10 MW solar array estimated using Eq. 3.1 for solar GHI data from July 22, 2006 [33]; the net load of the data center is the difference between total data center load and solar output. The data center also has seven, 4 MW natural gas generators as shown in Fig. 3.3.

![图4.4. 数据中心的净负荷，计算为总数据中心负荷与太阳能输出的差值。](image)

4.5.1 Modification of IEEE 30-bus test case

Modified IEEE 30-bus system is taken from MATPOWER [31],[39],[40] as shown in Fig. 4.5. It has six generators along with default quadratic cost function coefficients, generator limits, and transmission line constraints.
Figure 4.5. IEEE 30 bus system with data center and lumped load at Bus 8 [39].

Using the default cost coefficient, the LMP of the system was determined to be 3.789 $/MWh. The average power plant operating expense for fossil fuel, averaged from year 2003 to 2012, was calculated to be approximately 31.995 $/MWh [41]. To match the average generator operating cost of 31.995 $/MWh, the coefficients of the original cost functions from the IEEE 3-bus test system were scaled so the resulting non-congested LMP was 30.314 $/MWh.

Load at bus 30 was increased from 10.6 MW to 20 MW to introduce more congestion in the transmission system. It was found that Bus 8 was the most sensitive to variations in LMP as a function of load. When the load on Bus 8 reaches 32 MW, the OPF fails to converge, indicating a network failure. In addition to reduced energy costs, in this
case, the DR prevents system failure. Based on these results, data center having a maximum power of 28 MW was considered on Bus 8. The data center was located near the sensitive bus in this case study as part of the feasibility analysis. A scaled commercial load having peak power of 8.7 MW with the hourly profile, shown in Fig. 4.6, was taken from the database of HOMER Pro Microgrid Analysis Tool 3.3.3 software [42]. This lumped load is connected to Bus 8 to create the congestion scenario between the lumped load and the data center.

As shown in Fig. 4.7, the LMP variation in Buses 8, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 due to the 2 MW increment in load at Bus 8 is very high. If the data center can provide DR during this situation, the total system cost can be reduced by relieving the congestion in overloaded transmission lines. Data center can work as a VPP by utilizing its own back-up generators without threatening its own reliability to help relieve grid congestion, and avoid high LMPs at all buses (including the LMP at the data center).
4.6 Results

The case presented in the previous subsection shows the load on Bus 8 results in an inefficient market, as shown in Fig. 4.7. The ISO wants to bring the load down to 30 MW by using the data center VPP for DR and sends an appropriate DR signal. Fig. 4.8 shows a case before DR where the lumped load and net data-center load are in the market inefficient zone, which results in a system cost of $190,219. To relieve the congestion in the system, the ISO sends the DR signal to the data center to reduce their load as seen from the grid. After performing DR, the system cost is $156,678, resulting in a total system saving of $S_{sys} = $33,541, calculated from Eq. 4.3. VPP reduced the load of the data center by using the natural gas generators optimally by solving Eq. 4.5, and is shown by the shaded area in Fig. 4.9. The total generator operation cost for the day-ahead DR response is $353, so the total energy savings as seen by the data center is $S_{dc} = $23,375, calculated from Eq. 4.4. Additionally, the ISO may provide additional incentive to the data center for its participation in the DR program, but that is left for future consideration.

If the solar output differs during real-time, then the savings to the data center may change.
Figure 4.8. The hashed region shows the market inefficient region before DR; grey area represents the load at Bus 8 where congestion and hence market inefficiency occurs, for the entire day.

Figure 4.9. The shaded area shows the generator output of the data center to reduce the load on Bus 8 to 30 MW for the DR case.
CHAPTER 5 IMPROVED BATTERY COST MODEL

5.1 Overview of battery energy storage

Conventionally, data center’s energy storage devices in particular lead-acid batteries have been utilized for temporary power outage. UPS battery generally supply the power instantaneously upon grid failure, and continue its supply until the backup generator comes into operation. The generator start time delay is generally setup in the 3 to 5 seconds range, and the actual time required for full generator power can be 10 to 15 seconds. The battery capacity is sized such that even in the worst case scenario where all of the generators fail to startup during emergency period, the battery can handle the outage for duration ranging from 5 minutes to a hour based on the provision of energy capacity according to data center requirement. Therefore, the energy stored in the battery can be leveraged for DR purpose, in addition to its primary purpose mainly for power backup.

Battery degradation occurs throughout its useful life based on the frequency of its charge and discharge cycles, depth of discharge (DOD), incomplete or rare charging, high ambient temperature, and various aging processes. As the frequency of power outages are few times a year, the batteries do not quite come to operation. The ampere-hour capacity of the battery degrades over time, and when it reaches to 80% of its initial capacity [43], the battery is termed dead. Furthermore, batteries have their own float life, which is the life time of battery in years, at the end of which the battery should be replaced. So, it can be seen that the battery energy will be unused to a greater extent, and probably wasted by the end of its float life. Therefore, the battery energy can be utilized for DR purpose such that its life-cycle is not significantly affected.
Therefore, in this thesis, to utilize the unused battery energy, daily battery budget has been allocated for DR purposes. The allocated battery energy will not cause battery degradation as it takes into account the float life of the battery. In addition, the allocated energy will also not affect the performance during power outage case, which is the main purpose of having battery storage in the first place. In the following Section 5.1.1, a model has been developed to find the daily allocated battery throughput for the purpose of DR. In Section 5.1.2, battery wear cost has been formulated, and in Section 5.2, VPP optimization model has been formulated using daily battery energy discharge as a soft-constraint with a penalty cost associated with using more battery energy above the daily battery energy limit in the objective function, along with associated dynamics of the battery as constraints.

5.1.1 Calculation of lifetime throughput of battery

The lifetime throughput of the battery is the total amount of energy a battery can produce during its lifetime. It is the fixed amount of energy that can be cycled before the battery requires replacement. Lifetime throughput can be expressed in Ampere-Hour (AH) or in kilowatt-hour (kWh), which can be calculated by knowing the life-cycle, DOD and the battery capacity, all of which can be determined from the battery manufacturer’s specification sheet. Fig. 5.1 shows the life-cycle corresponding to various DOD (%) for a lead-acid battery from C&D technology.

The lifetime AH of a battery unit can be computed using Eq. 5.1 [44].

\[ AH_{\text{lifetime}}(\text{or TP}) = L_{\text{cycle},\text{DOD}_R} \times DOD_R \times C_{\text{bat},\text{AH}} \]  

(5.1)

where, \( DOD_R \) is the rated DOD of the battery (in percent), \( L_{\text{cycle},\text{DOD}_R} \) is the life-cycle at a
given DOD, and $C_{bat,AH}$ is the battery capacity in AH. A battery will not operate at a single DOD its entire life, so it is hard to determine the $AH_{lifetime}$. In this work, the average lifetime throughput (TP) of the battery is considered which depends upon the average DOD and the average capacity of the battery as given by Eq. 5.2.

$$TP_{avg} = L_{cycle,DOD_{avg}} \times DOD_{avg} \times C_{bat,avg}$$ (5.2)

The average lifetime throughput is allocated both to DR and the power outage scenario. The average DOD is based upon the DOD during DR and also during power outage. Power outage is more demanding in terms of power, as the battery backup system has to handle the entire IT load until backup generator starts. In this case, worst case scenario is realized and the battery backup is expected to discharge to its full DOD. But there are only occasional power outages. On the other hand, DR needs to handle only partial load, but
may need to run for hours based on day-ahead DR signal. So, the DOD during DR may not be considerably lowered given the high capacity sizing of the battery bank. The average DOD can be calculated as shown in Eq. 5.3. It can be solved iteratively using Gauss-Seidel method.

\[
DOD_{\text{avg}}^{(i)} = DOD_{\text{DR}}^{(i)} \times \frac{TP_{\text{DR}}^{(i)}}{TP^{(i)}} + DOD_{\text{Outage}} \times \frac{TP_{\text{Outage}}}{TP^{(i)}}
\]  

(5.3)

where,

\[
TP^{(i)} = L_{\text{cycle},DOD_{\text{avg}}}^{(i)} \times DOD_{\text{avg}}^{(i)} \times C_{\text{bat,avg}}
\]  

(5.4)

\[TP_{\text{Outage}} = \text{Yearly Outage(hours)} \times \text{Current} \times \text{Float life(years)}
\]  

(5.5)

\[
TP_{\text{DR}}^{(i)} = TP^{(i)} - TP_{\text{Outage}}
\]  

(5.6)

\[
TP_{\text{DR, daily}}^{(i)} = \frac{TP_{\text{DR}}^{(i)}}{\text{Float life in days}}
\]  

(5.7)

\[
DOD_{\text{DR}}^{(i)} = \frac{TP_{\text{DR, daily}}^{(i)}}{C_{\text{bat,avg}}}
\]  

(5.8)

In Eq. 5.4, \(L_{\text{cycle},DOD_{\text{avg}}}^{(i)}\) can be found by knowing the equation of the cycles vs. DOD curve as shown in Fig. 5.1. Likewise, \(C_{\text{bat,avg}}\) is the average of the initial rated battery capacity and the final battery capacity, which is 80% of the initial rated capacity. This is performed so as to not overestimate the amount of battery that can be used throughout its lifetime. Priority is given to the power outage case where a certain amount of the battery’s lifetime energy is allocated to it. The battery energy allocation for power outage is based upon the average duration of grid outage per year, and is given by system average interruption duration index (SAIDI). SAIDI represents the total duration of an
interruption for the average customer during a given time period. The value of SAIDI is 244 minutes per year according to a study by [45]. The float life of the battery based on manufacturer’s specification is 20 years. Using higher value of float life will assure that a much greater portion of the battery energy will be allocated to the outage case as shown by Eq. 5.5. Not only that, it will result in a minimum energy allocation for the DR, which will reflect in terms of having low DOD. Eq. 5.6 represents the throughput energy of the battery to be used for DR purpose, whereas the daily throughput energy of battery is calculated from Eq. 5.7. Similarly, Eq. 5.8 finds the average depth of discharge due to DR.

5.1.2 Battery wear cost calculation

Since data centers have already made huge investment in backup power systems, the capital cost should not be accounted for every amount of energy drawn by the battery. In Section 5.1.1, daily energy was allocated to the battery for the purpose of DR. Withdrawing the allocated amount of energy will not lead to significant battery degradation as it takes into account the depth of discharge of the battery. But, using battery energy above the allocated limit will lead to degradation of the battery, if it happens on a regular basis. Therefore, some additional cost must be accompanied to the use of extra energy from the battery, which is denoted by $C_{batWear}$ in this thesis. The battery wear cost will determine the overall operational cost of data center as a result of its usage. This will be considered in the EMS optimization model as it will affect the dispatch of generator and battery accordingly to minimize overall operational cost. Eq. 5.9 gives the battery’s average lifetime throughput in terms of average kWh throughput.

$$TP_{kWh} = \frac{TP_{Ah} \times Battery\ Voltage_{nom}}{1000}$$  (5.9)
Therefore, battery wear cost in $/kWh can be calculated as given in Eq. 5.10.

\[ C_{\text{batWear}} = \frac{\text{Capital Investment} (\$)}{TP_{\text{kWh}} \times \eta_{\text{disch}}} \] (5.10)

5.2 Modified VPP optimization model

The modified VPP EMS day-ahead optimization model schedules the operation of backup generators along with battery set-points to minimize overall operational cost of DR. The objective function for this problem is given as:

\[
\min_{P_{Gi}, U_i, P_{bat}} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_g} C_i(P_{Gi}) + MC \times U_{i,t} + SUP \times Y_{i,t} \right) + LMP_{\text{grid},t} \times P_{dcNetLoad,t} + C_{\text{batWear}} \times P_{batExtra} 
\] (5.11)

Following are the constraints for the optimization model:

i) Power operational range

\[
P_{sc,t} - \sum_{i=1}^{N_g} P_{Gi,t} - P_{PV,t} + P_{bat,t} \leq P_{dcmax,t} \quad \forall t \in T
\] (5.12)

\[
P_{sc,t} - \sum_{i=1}^{N_g} P_{Gi,t} - P_{PV,t} + P_{bat,t} \geq P_{dcmin,t} \quad \forall t \in T
\] (5.13)

ii) Generator loading limits

\[
U_i \cdot P_{Gi,min} \leq P_{Gi,t} \leq U_i \cdot P_{Gi,max} \quad \forall t \in T, \forall i \in N_g
\] (5.14)

iii) State of charge limit of battery

\[
SOC_{min} \leq SOC_{bat,t} \leq SOC_{max} \quad \forall t \in T
\] (5.15)

iv) State of charge at the end of day

\[
SOC_{t=T} \geq SOC_{end \ Day}
\] (5.16)
v) Battery energy allocation soft constraint

\[ \sum_{t=1}^{T} P_{bat\text{Discharge}} - P_{bat\text{Extra}} \leq P_{daily\text{Budget}} \]  

(5.17)

\[ -P_{bat\text{Extra}} \leq 0 \]  

(5.18)

vi) Battery charging and discharging rate limit

\[ P_{bat\text{,maxCharge}} \leq P_{bat\text{,t}} \leq P_{bat\text{,maxDischarge}} \forall t \in T \]  

(5.19)

where,

\[ t \quad \text{Time of day in hour} \]

\[ N_g \quad \text{Number of generators} \]

\[ MC \quad \text{Hourly maintenance cost of generator ($)} \]

\[ SUP \quad \text{Startup cost of the generator ($)} \]

\[ U_{i,t} \quad \text{Generator unit i ON/OFF binary variable} \]

\[ Y_{i,t} \quad \text{Generator unit i startup binary variable} \]

\[ P_{sc,t} \quad \text{Data center load at } t \text{ (kW)} \]

\[ P_{Gi,t} \quad \text{Power generation by generator unit i at } t \text{ (kW)} \]

\[ P_{Gi,\text{min}} \quad \text{Minimum power generation limit of generator unit i (kW)} \]

\[ P_{Gi,\text{max}} \quad \text{Maximum power generation limit of generator unit i (kW)} \]

\[ P_{PV,t} \quad \text{PV power production at } t \text{ (kW)} \]

\[ P_{bat,t} \quad \text{Battery power production at } t \text{ (kW)} \text{ (-ve for discharging and +ve for charging)} \]
$P_{dcmax,t}$  Maximum operation range of data center at $t$ (kW)

$P_{dcmin,t}$  Minimum operation range of data center at $t$ (kW)

$LMP_{grid,t}$  LMP at bus connected to data center at $t$ ($/kWh$)

$P_{dcNetLoad}$  Net load consumed by data center from grid at $t$ (kW)

$C_{batWear}$  Battery wear cost($/kWh$)

$SOC_{bat,t}$  state of charge of battery at $t$

$SOC_{min}$  minimum allowable state of charge of battery

$SOC_{max}$  maximum allowable state of charge of battery

$SOC_{endDay}$  state of charge of battery at the end of the day

$P_{batDischarge}$  Battery discharge power (kW)

$P_{batExtra}$  Extra amount of battery energy above the daily budget (kWh)

$P_{dailyBudget}$  Daily budget allocated to the battery (kWh)

$P_{bat,maxCharge}$  Maximum charge rate of the battery (kW)

$P_{bat,maxDischarge}$  Maximum discharge rate of the battery (kW)

The objective function given by Eq. 5.11 minimizes the operational cost of data center while participating in DR as it considers the fuel cost of generator ($C_i$), the startup ($SUP$) and maintenance ($MC$) cost of generator, battery wear cost if operated above the battery energy budget limit ($P_{dailyBudget}$), and the grid cost to supply the net load of the data center which depends upon the LMP of the grid ($LMP_{grid}$) at that hour. Considering the LMP of the grid allows the data center to use its cheapest alternative to supply its load such as backup generators while also satisfying other constraints.

Eq. 5.12 shows the two power limit constraint for the data center to operate. The
lower power \( (P_{dc\text{min}}) \) constraint is provided by the ISO so that power generators of the grid that are running at its base load will not be affected as a result of reducing more power by the data center using its own backup generator. The upper limit \( (P_{dc\text{max}}) \) is placed so that the LMP of system will not be increased if data center load combined with the lumped load connected at the same bus increases. Generator loading limits \( (P_{Gi,\text{min}} \text{ and } P_{Gi,\text{max}}) \) are required to ensure that the generators operate at their higher efficiency region while providing power. There are also startup and shutdown constraint of the generator which will prohibit it from shutting down and starting up at that same time instant.

SOC constraint helps to operate the battery always in some predefined charge level so as to guarantee long-life as well as being available to serve load in times of power failure. For the case of lead acid battery the lower bound of SOC \( (SOC_{\text{min}}) \) is 50%, and the upper bound \( (SOC_{\text{max}}) \) has been set to 90%. The initial SOC of battery is assumed to be full i.e. 90%. Therefore, there is a constraint as given by Eq. 5.16 that will allow in any case the battery SOC to reach up to 90% by the end of the scheduling window. This allows the battery to be fully charged and be ready for operation in the following day.

Eq. 5.17 represents a soft-constraint, which need not be satisfied but there is a penalty cost associated with the amount of violation. Here, \( P_{bat\text{Extra}} \) is the violation variable, and the penalty cost is the amount of battery wear cost which is introduced in the objective function. Therefore, the amount of battery discharge during the whole day can be less than or equal to the daily budget allocated to the data center.

The battery must be able to discharge to support full IT load during power failure. So, the discharge rate of the battery is set to 1 C hour rate, where C is the capacity of the battery in Ah according to the specification of the battery. The charging rate of flooded...
lead acid battery is lower than the discharging rate. In this case, the charging rate is set to C/8 hour rate. The battery discharging rate must not exceed the specified maximum discharging rate, and similarly the battery charging rate must not exceed specified maximum charging rate, which is given by Eq. 5.19.

5.3 Simulation studies of battery cost model

In Chapter 4, only backup generators of data center are considered in the VPP optimization model. In this chapter, simulation studies are conducted taking into account the battery energy and its associated battery dynamics, such as SOC, and battery’s maximum charging and discharging rate as given in the optimization model in Section 5.2. In addition, daily battery energy budget has been allocated so that a certain amount of battery energy may be utilized for DR purpose without causing additional cost or degrading the battery, and also maintaining DOD of the battery within certain limits.

5.3.1 Overview

For the simulation studies, the modified IEEE-30 bus test system as described in Section 4.5.1 is considered. In this test system, the data center is connected at Bus 8 along with a lumped load at that same bus, contributing to the total bus power. During the total optimization window schedule, only the data center load and lumped load are time-varying, but the loads at other buses are assumed to be fixed for simulation purposes.

The data center requires day-ahead information about the price of the node or bus in which it is connected. The LMP of 24-hours can be determined by solving OPF using MATPOWER software. The information regarding each hour LMP depends on the bus power connected to data center, and it is not possible to perform OPF using MATPOWER
every time the load level changes while solving the VPP optimization model. Therefore, an approximate LMP curve at Bus 8 has been developed by solving OPF independently of the VPP optimization model, which is as shown by curve $P_1$ in Fig. 5.2. Similarly, Fig. 5.2 shows the different piecewise linear price curves, denoted by $P_2$ and $P_3$ at that same bus, which are fabricated from the original piecewise linear LMP curve, $P_1$ to study different cases if the price curve changes. Piecewise linear functions are used to allow solvers using linear programming, such as CPLEX. The price curve $P_1$ has a steep slope after bus power reaches 25 MW, and again the slope is steepest after the bus load goes beyond 30 MW. Curve $P_2$ has gradual slope until 30 MW, and then increases sharply after that. Likewise, curve $P_3$ has gradual slope up to 25 MW, then increases slightly up to 30 MW power, and lastly the slope increases steeper but not steep as that of curve $P_1$ and $P_2$ at that region.

![Figure 5.2. LMP curve at Bus 8 showing variation of LMP based on bus power](image-url)
Figure 5.3. Different LMP curves at Bus 8 showing variation based on bus power.

The cost of running the backup generator is 32.1 $/MWh with no-load cost of $12.788 as given by Eq. 4.2. Likewise, the startup cost for the generator is assumed to be $25, and the hourly maintenance cost approximated to be $45 as mentioned in Section 4.2.2. Using the iterative formulation developed in Section 5.1.1, the daily battery energy budget is calculated to be 1780 kWh for the total battery energy capacity of 22,080 kWh. The initial SOC of the battery considered as 0.9, and the SOC at the end of the day is also considered the same. Both the charging ($\eta_{\text{ch}}$) and discharging ($\eta_{\text{disch}}$) efficiency of the battery are considered to be 90%. The maximum battery discharging power ($P_{\text{bat,maxDischarge}}$) is set to 10 kW and the maximum charging power ($P_{\text{bat,maxCharge}}$) as 2 kW. Assuming the total battery investment to be $5,650,000, the battery wear cost ($C_{\text{batWear}}$) is computed to be 0.397 $/kWh using Eq. 5.10.
5.3.2 Case A: 28 MW data center power

The data center load, PV power, and lumped load power are the same as described in Section 4.5. Fig. 5.4 shows the operating ranges provided by the ISO for the data center to operate denoted by $P_{dc,\text{max}}$ and $P_{dc,\text{min}}$; net data center load before DR; solar power of data center; lumped load connected at the same bus; and total bus power. It shows that the market is inefficient during hours 9 and 10 in the morning, and hours 17 through 20 in the evening. The ISO curtail the peak load, and make the market more efficient by removing congestion in the grid during these times.

Figure 5.4. Case A input scenario

Three cases based on the different price curves are presented in the following
sections.

5.3.2.1 Case A1: Using price curve P1

The case presented in Section 5.3.2 is solved using IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization studio by using the objective functions, and constraints developed in Section 5.2, and Fig. 5.5 shows the optimization results overlapped with the input case. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the generators and battery are scheduled in accordance to the data center VPP optimization model. The net load of the data center and the total bus load settles to some value as given by $P_{dcNetAfterDR}$ and $P_{bus8AfterDR}$, respectively. The LMP value of Bus 8 settles to around 31.29 $/MWh as the total bus power is in the range of 25
MW. The net load cannot be further decreased because the cost of operation of backup generators will be higher.

Fig. 5.6 shows the detailed information of the generator and battery scheduling. Positive value of battery power in the diagram means that battery is supplying power or in other words, getting discharged. In this case, during hours 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, and 21 the battery is being discharged, and during hour 15 and 23 the battery is being charged. The throughput of the battery is 1780 kWh, i.e., all the allocated battery budget has been used for this case. The variation in SOC of the battery can be seen from Fig. 5.7. The lowest SOC reached is only about 0.83 with the depth of discharge of 8.2%.

Figure 5.6. Case A1 showing generator and battery power contribution

Fig. 5.8 shows the change in LMP of Bus 8 before and after performing DR. The LMP of bus 8 is reduced by a large amount during hours 9, 10, 17, 18, 19 and 20 along with small reductions throughout the scheduling period. The case before DR where the lumped load and net data-center load are in the market inefficient zone, results in a system
Figure 5.7. Case A1 showing variation of battery SOC

Figure 5.8. Case A1 showing change in LMP at Bus 8 as a result of DR

The simulation result using P2 as the price curve is shown by Fig. 5.9. The LMP price of the bus after DR reaches around 31.8 $/MWh, but this time the bus load is higher...
(range 29 MW to 30 MW) in comparison to Case A1. It can be seen from Fig. 5.3, the LMP price of the node is less than 32 $/MWh up to bus load of 30 MW. So, there is no additional need for the data center energy resources to provide power during all time, except the peak hours as in case A1. However in this case, the battery throughout is 893 kWh, out of the total budgeted limit of 1780 kWh. This can be attributed to the constraint to maintain SOC at the end of the day to be 0.9, as the battery discharge requires corresponding charge to bring back the SOC to the original level. And in this case, the cost of charging the battery either through use of generator or grid will be increase the cost for data center.

![Figure 5.9. Case A2 overall scheduling result](image-url)
5.3.2.3 Case A3: Using price curve P3

The simulation result using P3 as the price curve is shown by Fig. 5.10. In this case, the LMP of Bus 8 settles to around 32 $/MWh. But apart from Case A2, the LMP is higher after the bus power crosses 27 MW. This leads to more power from the generator as it is slightly cheaper than the grid. Also, the battery utilization is higher than from case A2, as 1709 kWh battery energy is used. It can be seen that battery is being discharged during peak hours 8 and 10, and is charged during non-peak hour at 11. In addition, the battery is charged by running the generator at maximum capacity at hour 17 to recover the SOC of battery.

![Figure 5.10. Case A3 overall scheduling result](image-url)
5.3.3 Case B: 24 MW data center power

The data center in this case is assumed to be 24 MW. The lumped load has been scaled accordingly to induce peak load at certain hours at that bus, and also affecting the LMP of other buses as well. The difference from Case A1 is that during off-peak hours, like in the morning and the night, Bus 8 will have normal load so that the LMPs are normal during those times. In Case A1, maximum use of data center generators are required due to the high LMP in off-peak hours also. Fig. 5.11 shows the operating ranges provided by the ISO for the data center to operate denoted by $P_{dcmax}$ and $P_{dcmin}$; net data center load before DR; solar power of data center; lumped load connected at the same bus; and total bus power. It shows that the market is inefficient during hours 9 and 10 in the morning and hours 17 through 19 in the evening. The ISO curtails the peak load through DR to make the market more efficient by removing congestion in the grid.
5.3.3.1 Case B1: Using price curve P1

The simulation result using P2 as the price curve is shown by Fig. 5.12. Comparing with case A1, it can be seen that during off-peak hours as in the morning and evening, the bus load is lower, so there is no necessity for data center’s generator to be started, but in hours 2, 3, 6 and 7, some portion of battery energy has been scheduled by fully utilizing its allocated battery energy so as to bring down the LMP.

![Figure 5.12. Case B1 output scenario](image)

5.3.3.2 Case B2: Using price curve P3

The simulation result using P2 as the price curve is shown by Fig. 5.13. During hours 9, 10, 17, 18 and 19, the data center reduces the net load by using its generator and
battery energy power. The battery throughput is about 1743 kWh i.e, nearly all of the battery energy limit allocated for DR purpose is being used.

Figure 5.13. Case B2 output scenario

5.3.3.3 Case B3: Using price curve P3

In this case, to show that battery discharge above the budgeted limit can take place, a scenario is generated where the grid requires more power to be consumed by the load during night time. This can be due to increase of wind power during night time, and hence for maintaining frequency regulation, the data center may be asked for consuming more energy than its load by charging its battery bank. Fig. 5.14 shows a case where in hours 26, 27 and 28 require data center net power consumption to be at-least 25 MW. The
scheduling window has been changed from hour 5 to hour 28, i.e., hour 3 of next day.

Figure 5.14. Case B3: data center required to consume power during night time

Fig. 5.15 shows the resulting scheduling output of generator and battery after solving the optimization model. The total throughput of the battery is 2700 kWh, which exceeded the battery budget limit of 1780 kWh by 920 kWh, resulting in battery wear cost of $365. The cost incurred by operation of battery above the budgeted limit can be recovered through the incentives provided by the ISO by taking part in power system support services. The battery bank reaches the lowest SOC of 0.78, indicating a DOD of 12.2% from the initial charge level as shown in Fig. 5.16
Figure 5.15. Scheduling of generators and battery

Figure 5.16. SOC variation of battery

5.4 Result and analysis

The results obtained from above cases show that data center’s generator and battery energy can be utilized to reduce the peak load of the bus. It resulted in lower values of LMPs across all buses by removing the congestion in the grid, thereby improving market efficiency. In almost all the cases, the usage of battery is generally less than or equal to the
allocated battery energy limit. The reason for the battery usage to be less is because the battery needs to get recharged back to the starting charge level at the end of the scheduling window, and sometimes the cost of charging the battery increases the overall cost of operation of data center itself. It can be seen that the price of the grid and the price of data center’s energy resources affect the scheduling decision to a greater extent. In Case A1, the data center’s generators were scheduled whole day because it was cheaper to run its generator, instead of importing from the grid. However in Case A2 and A3, because of the use of the modified price curves, it was beneficial to import power from the grid, except the hours where LMP becomes very high. Case B is the same as Case A except the change in data center load and lumped load, which can happen in practical system. Case B1 and Case B2 were also analyzed using different price curves to see the effectiveness of the optimization model. In case B3, it was shown that if required, the battery can provide more energy than the budgeted limit by obeying all other constraints.

Therefore, based on the grid-operating range provided by the ISO, and the information regarding LMP, data center VPP can schedule its energy resources so as to assist the grid in reducing peak load as well as change the electricity consumption from the grid to lower the overall cost of data center operation.
CHAPTER 6 INTRODUCTION TO STOCHASTIC MODEL

In deterministic programming, all parameters are known with certainty. However, in real world, perfect information does not always exist. Stochastic programming is a useful method to deal with uncertainty of data either in the objective function or in constraints. In this chapter, a brief overview of stochastic optimization is described, and the methodology for scenario generation and reduction is explained along with a case study with the stochastic optimization model is presented for data center VPP. Further improvements in this chapter will be required in future works.

6.1 Stochastic optimization

PV variability is not included in the deterministic model. This may cause larger deviation during real-time scheduling. Since the exact forecast of PV cannot be available during the day-ahead period, decisions should be flexible enough to cope with the uncertainty. Uncertainties are represented through a number of reasonable realizations of an uncertain variable, which is solar power in this case. Scenarios can be used to incorporate uncertainties by including scenarios which have high probability of occurrence. Therefore in stochastic optimization, the expected value of the objective function is minimized over all the scenarios considered. A two-stage optimization framework is used to develop stochastic model. In the first stage, here–and–now or first stage variables – in this case, ON/OFF status of generators, that is common to all scenarios is determined. In the second stage, wait–and–see or second stage variables – in this case, generator power and battery power, takes different values based on each scenarios. The scenarios are critical inputs as it will negatively affect the outcome of
stochastic optimization if reasonable scenarios are not considered.

6.1.1 Scenario generation

Stochastic variables cannot be represented by a continuous function as the number of scenarios will be infinite. There are scenario generation algorithms that will develop a large number of discrete realizations of a stochastic variable. The forecasting error probability distribution function can be used to develop a number of scenarios using Monte Carlo method. The PV error scenarios are generated assuming normal distribution. Based on the range of prediction interval (PI) which is typically 95% of the probabilistic confidence interval, scenarios can be generated. The minimum and maximum range of PV fluctuation can be determined as shown in Eq. 6.1 if the forecasting error distribution is assumed to be normally distributed with mean, $\mu_{\text{error}}$, and standard deviation, $\sigma_{\text{error}}$, with z-score value of 1.96 for a confidence interval of 95%.

$$\text{range} = \pm (\mu_{\text{error}} + z \times \sigma_{\text{error}}) \quad (6.1)$$

6.1.2 Scenario reduction

Scenario generation usually produces a large number of scenarios. This increases the problem size considerably and may result in intractability of the developed stochastic model. Even if it is solvable, the computational burden will be too high for it to solve with a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, scenario reduction technique is employed to reduce the size of the scenarios. There is a trade–off between use of high number of scenarios and lower number of scenarios. High number of scenarios will typically capture all the variations of the stochastic inputs but will increase computation time, whereas
fewer scenarios quickly yield a solution, but may risk losing information. So, generally in scenario reduction algorithm, low probability scenarios are eliminated, and similar scenarios are merged to become one by transferring of their probabilities value to the merged scenario. In this thesis, fast-forward method of scenario reduction, known as Kantorovich distance [46], is used to reduce the scenario generated through Monte Carlo method.

6.2 Stochastic optimization model

Two stage decision framework is implemented for stochastic optimization [47]. In the first stage, generator ON/OFF decision is made before the realization of PV uncertainty. In the next stage, based on the first stage decisions and the realization of different scenarios, power output from the generator and battery is determined. It minimizes the expected objective function considering all the available scenarios. The stochastic objective function for data center VPP optimization is given by Eq. 6.2.

$$\min_{P_{Gi,S}, U_i, P_{bat,S}} \sum_{s=1}^{S} \Pi_S \{ (\sum_{t=1}^{T} (\sum_{i=1}^{N_g} C_i (P^S_{Gi,t}) + MC \times U_{i,t} + SUP \times Y_{i,t}) + LMP_{grid,t} \times P_{dcNetLoad,t} + C_{batWear} \times P_{batExtra}^S \}$$

where, $\Pi_S$ is the probability of each scenarios $S$, $P^S_{Gi,t}$ is the power output of generator $i$ at time $t$ for each scenario, $P^S_{batExtra}$ is the extra battery energy output for each scenario, $P^S_{dcNetLoad,t}$ is the net data center load at time $t$ for each scenario. All other constraints are the same as in Eq. 5.12 through Eq. 5.19, with the inclusion of scenarios in each of them.
6.3 Test case

The input for this test case is Case A1 presented in Section 5.3.2.1, but in this case, ten scenarios of PV power are used instead of one the deterministic case.

6.3.1 Scenario for PV power

The solar power forecast is performed using Markov Switching Model (MSM) developed in [48]. At first, using the irradiance data for Colorado, power from the solar panel were calculated using Eq. 3.1. The mean and standard deviation of solar forecast error for the whole month of July was determined. The maximum and minimum range, or the prediction interval is evaluated based on the z-value, forecasted value, mean error and standard deviation as given by Eq. 6.1. Fig. 6.1 shows the error distribution of the solar forecast error for the month of July, 2005.

Figure 6.1. Normal distribution of solar forecast error for the month of July, 2005
After determining the range of solar power output, Monte Carlo simulation method was performed to generate random 1,000 scenarios for a day with each scenario having equal probability of 0.001, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Kantorovich distance scenario reduction method was then applied to reduce 1,000 scenarios to just ten, with each reduced scenario having adjusted probabilities, which is shown in Fig. 6.3.

Figure 6.2. Scenario generation using Monte Carlo Simulation method

Figure 6.3. Scenario reduction using Kantorovich distance method
6.4 Result and analysis

IBM ILOG CPLEX mixed integer programming (MIP) was used to solve the stochastic optimization for ten different scenarios for PV output. The simulation time took about 3.6 hours to solve using INTEL Core 2 Quad CPU running at 2.83 GHz with MIP tolerance of 2%. The expected value of the objective function, which is the expected minimum data center operational cost was found to be $23,319. Fig. 6.4 shows the generator and battery scheduling for the highest probability scenario along with the loadings at Bus 8.

![Graph showing generator and battery scheduling for a particular scenario](image)

**Figure 6.4.** Generator and battery scheduling for a particular scenario

In previous chapters, deterministic scheduling was performed in which it considered
PV power to be known with full certainty. Stochastic optimization is required to account for the uncertainty in the variables by using a number of scenarios, which yields a solution that is in average suitable for all the input scenarios. To study the effectiveness of the stochastic optimization, a real-time dispatch needs to be performed to see if there is difference in the day-ahead scheduling decisions and real-time decisions. The cost associated with real-time dispatch may vary with the average cost if the scenarios considered deviate greatly during real-time. In this thesis, real-time dispatch layer has not been implemented, and can be added in the future to study the effectiveness of the day-ahead stochastic model, and also implement the data center VPP EMS model in real-time.
CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary

Data centers represent a large load for the grid, and there are a large number of data centers scattered spatially across the grid. The cost associated with the electricity consumption of the data center is large. In addition, transmission network in the grid is becoming congested as a result of load growth. Also, the LMP across the buses are abnormally high during peak load periods as a result of transmission congestion, which requires operation of expensive peaking generating power plants.

In this thesis, the underutilized data center energy resources such as backup generator and UPS battery storage, along with the renewable energy source are combined to form a VPP, and the EMS controls scheduling decision of all the DERs of the data center. The data center’s EMS can communicate with the ISO about the grid conditions in the day-ahead market, and can know the range of operation of the data center to schedule the generators and battery power based on data center load, renewable generation output and the impact of its net load on the LMP price of the bus connected to the data center. Different set of LMP price curves are used to study its effect on the scheduling decision of the generator and battery. It can be concluded that data center tries to use its generators unless importing from the grid is the cheap option. Also, the data center tries to consume nearly all of its allocated battery energy if it can be recharged back to its original SOC at the end of the scheduling period without costing more for the data center. The way in which DOD for DR purpose was determined so that it would not affect the float life of the battery, led to a more safer condition for battery in terms of the battery charge available
for the power outage. In no case was the SOC of the battery was lower than 0.81, which ensured the battery can supply during power outage scenario until the back up generators come into operation and handle the full load of the data center.

Economic saving calculation was performed in the modified IEEE-30 bus test system. It was found that performing DR during peak load periods resulted in economic savings to the system as well as to the data center itself. Also, reducing the data center load at other off-peak hours also resulted in savings to the data center itself in the form of reduced electricity bill.

7.2 Conclusions

A data center is a large, flexible load that can operate as a VPP and participate in DR programs, benefiting both the system and the data center. For the system, the VPP DR cuts off the peak load which can reduce congestion in the transmission network and also avoid expensive peaking generators from operating. Additionally, the VPP DR results in a lower electricity cost for the wholesale market. For the data center, the owner can avoid paying a much higher electricity rate during high LMP period and thus provide energy cost savings. Battery energy can be utilized to supply a predefined allocated energy during DR period without causing additional cost and degradation of the battery. The savings by the data center participating in the DR program far outweighs the expense due to operating its own generators and battery.

7.3 Future work

The stochastic optimization may consider variation of data center load, in addition to the variation of PV power. Also, real-time scheduling system should be developed to
study the effectiveness of the proposed day-ahead stochastic model. Further, a suitable model for providing data center the reward for performing the DR by the ISO can be considered. It would be interesting to see a multi-VPP coordination between data centers located at different locations, and include workload shifting in addition to utilizing backup energy resources for changing the data center load profile.
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